CTK’s Little Music Maker

Jonny Papa, Music Ministry
3947 W Kimber Dr,
Newbury Park, CA 91320
jonnypapa@gmail.com
(805) 498-2217

LMM Brochure

Summer 2019 (June 17, 19 & 21)

Class Overview

The LMM class is an opportunity for young students to learn the basic fundamentals and principles of music, built in to a fun class filled with songs, rhythm and dancing. Taught by professional musician and music teacher Jonny Papa.

Clap & Shake

Students will have an opportunity to play percussion instruments along with Mr. Jonny accompanying on guitar as they learn the basics of counting, identifying patterns and tempo.

Sing & Dance

Students will have the opportunity to collaborate in songwriting as well as creating dance moves to choreograph with our songs as we create our own music.

Musical Alphabet

Students will learn the ABC’s of music as they play memory games and chord building exercises. Students walk away with a better understanding of musical concepts and a new appreciation for song and dance.